Introduction {#ece32206-sec-0001}
============

Coevolution between host plants and herbivorous insects is considered as one of the processes organizing Earth\'s biodiversity (Thompson and Cunningham [2002](#ece32206-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Whitham et al. [2006](#ece32206-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}). Plants have evolved several mechanisms to protect themselves from herbivorous insects, such as mechanisms involving physical, phenological, physiological, and chemical traits (Heil [2009](#ece32206-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Campbell [2015](#ece32206-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). The chemical defenses of plants have been widely studied. They can be present before herbivorous attack and/or can be induced by folivores at the moment of attack (Mumm and Hilker [2006](#ece32206-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Achotegui‐Castells et al. [2013](#ece32206-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). The induced response in plants includes the synthesis of chemical defensive compounds at a local level but also at a systemic level (Sticher et al. [1997](#ece32206-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}; Heil and Bueno [2007](#ece32206-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Heil [2009](#ece32206-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). Understanding the ecology and evolution of defensive compounds induced by herbivores among different plant species remains a major challenge in plant--insect research (Poelman et al. [2008](#ece32206-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; Karban [2011](#ece32206-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Carrillo‐Gavilán et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}).

One of the main challenges is to determine whether the diversity of plant defensive compounds is predominantly driven by coevolution with herbivorous insects or by macroevolutionary processes, such as the phylogeny of plant species (Carrillo‐Gavilán et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Endara et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). Carrillo‐Gavilán et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} analyzed the constitutive and induced defenses of several pine species and showed that the composition of the defenses was linked more to the macroevolutionary history of the plants than to the coevolution of the plant--insect interaction, suggesting that several aspects of the defensive phenotypes should converge in closely related plant species. Herbivores, however, may play a more crucial role in constraining the final expression of genotypes compared to other evolutionary factors (Kursar et al. [2009](#ece32206-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Endara et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). The species of insects and the evolutionary histories of plant--insect interactions would be thus two crucial factors determining the chemical defensive composition of plants. The different interactions between plants and herbivores could explain why phylogenetically closely related species present divergent defensive molecular strategies to herbivores (Becerra [1997](#ece32206-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Kursar et al. [2009](#ece32206-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}).

The large battery of secondary molecular compounds that plants synthesize to confront herbivorous attack has been widely described (Herms and Mattson [1992](#ece32206-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Kessler and Baldwin [2002](#ece32206-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). Studies of plant molecular responses induced by herbivorous attack have generally focused on particular families of metabolites or on particular molecular compounds (Sardans et al. [2011](#ece32206-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}) such as terpenes (Kessler and Baldwin [2001](#ece32206-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Mumm and Hilker [2006](#ece32206-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Peñuelas and Staudt [2010](#ece32206-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Heil [2014](#ece32206-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Pierik et al. [2014](#ece32206-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) or phenolic compounds (Bennett and Wallsgrove [1994](#ece32206-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Carrillo‐Gavilán et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). Metabolomic studies, however, have shown that folivory not only produces shifts in the arsenal of defensive compounds of plants but destabilizes the internal homeostasis, shifting the entire metabolome of the host plants, including both primary and secondary metabolisms (Jansen et al. [2008](#ece32206-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2014](#ece32206-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}).

The metabolome of an organism is the final expression of the genotype and provides information for a variety of complex physiological processes occurring in an organism at a particular moment (Fiehn [2002](#ece32206-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). The metabolome of an organism is the first to respond to environmental changes and is considered as the chemical phenotype of the organism (Peñuelas and Sardans [2009](#ece32206-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). Ecometabolomics, the use of metabolomic techniques in ecological studies (Peñuelas and Sardans [2009](#ece32206-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2013](#ece32206-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}), is a suitable and powerful tool for studying the metabolic responses of wild organisms under biotic or abiotic stressors and under changes of natural environmental conditions (Shulaev et al. [2008](#ece32206-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}; Sardans et al. [2011](#ece32206-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2012](#ece32206-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). Metabolomic techniques are sufficiently sensitive to distinguish between significant shifts of metabolomes in different varieties of the same plant species produced by attacks by the same species of insect (Mirnezhad et al. [2010](#ece32206-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). Evolutionary theories, however, propose that phylogenetically closely related species should have similar phenotypic responses to the same stressors (Blomberg et al. [2003](#ece32206-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Carrillo‐Gavilán et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) although the phenotype of a species can strongly be modified by epigenetic modifications (Rapp and Wendel [2005](#ece32206-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}) and even the microbiome (Peñuelas and Terradas [2014](#ece32206-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). By this premise, the chemical phenotypes should be more similar between closely related species than between distant related species. Whether wild populations of closely related plants having different coevolutionary histories with herbivores have similar or divergent metabolomic responses to attacks by the same folivore thus remains unclear. This information would provide important clues to determine whether metabolomic structure, including defensive compounds and other metabolites associated with folivory, is mainly due to macroevolutionary (phylogenetic) or plant--insect coevolutionary processes.

The caterpillar of the pine processionary moth (PPM), *Thaumetopoea pityocampa* (Denis & Schiffermüller), distributed throughout the Mediterranean Basin (Kerdelhué et al. [2009](#ece32206-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}), is a good candidate for studying the plant--folivore relationship, because all larval stages develop on the same tree and the trees suffer continuous folivory for months from the same herbivore (Battisti et al. [2006](#ece32206-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [2015](#ece32206-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Jactel et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). The PPM is an oligophagous species that feeds almost exclusively on needles of *Pinus* species, although with different preferences among species (Avtzis [1986](#ece32206-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Battisti [1988](#ece32206-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Hódar et al. [2003](#ece32206-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Jactel et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). PPM larvae develop during winter, so their distribution is mainly limited by winter temperatures (Huchon and Démolin [1971](#ece32206-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Hoch et al. [2009](#ece32206-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). The expected increase in temperatures in the near future (IPCC, [2013](#ece32206-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}) would provide the climatic conditions favoring the expansion of the PPM\'s range, thus constituting a serious problem for the conservation of several pine populations (Battisti et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}), especially relictual populations (Blanca et al. [1998](#ece32206-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Hódar et al. [2003](#ece32206-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Several studies have reported that the PPM has recently become able to reach pine species naturally distributed at higher latitudes and altitudes due the global increase in temperatures (Benigni and Battisti [1999](#ece32206-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Hódar et al. [2003](#ece32206-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Battisti et al. [2005](#ece32206-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [2006](#ece32206-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Netherer and Schopf [2010](#ece32206-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}) and are now the main folivorous pests of pine woodlands in the area covering most pine species (Battisti et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Jactel et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}).

We used metabolomic techniques to determine how the metabolic responses of three populations of closely related pine species living in the same mountain cope with attacks by the same species of herbivorous insect, the PPM. The Quaternary history of the PPM together with the singular topography of the Iberian Peninsula has created a scenario of different plant--insect interactive situations, in which the different pine species had distinct, intense coevolutionary histories with the defoliator (Rousselet et al. [2010](#ece32206-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). In summer, we sampled needles from nonattacked trees and needles from attacked trees flushed after a folivory attack during the previous winter (Fig. [1](#ece32206-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) (NATs and ATs, respectively) of *Pinus pinaster*,*P*. *nigra,* and *P*. *sylvestris* (hereafter *pinaster*,*nigra* and *sylvestris*, respectively) and analyzed the elemental compositions and metabolomes of the needles. This study advances our understanding of the responses of plants to folivory by contrasting entire metabolomic structures, including several metabolites associated with folivory, of three closely related pine species of the Mediterranean Basin.

![Fifth stage of caterpillars of the pine processionary moth (PPM) feeding on *P. sylvestris* needles in Lanjarón (southeast Spain) in winter 2011. The study was performed in summer so to study the responses of pines later on after the winter attack by PPM.](ECE3-6-4372-g001){#ece32206-fig-0001}

Material and Methods {#ece32206-sec-0002}
====================

Study site {#ece32206-sec-0003}
----------

Samples were collected in July 2011 (summer) at three sites in the Loma de Lanjarón in Sierra Nevada Natural and National Park (Granada SE Spain) (36°56′N, 3°28′W). Populations of *P. pinaster* were at the lowest site (Cortijo Quemado, 1350 m a.s.l.), *P*. *nigra* populations were at the mid‐altitudinal site (Cruce de Tello, 1700 m a.s.l.), and *P. sylvestris* populations were at the highest site (Peña Caballera, 2050 m a.s.l.). The climate in the park is Mediterranean with dry, hot summers typically leading to severe summer droughts and cold winters. Winter snow usually persists from November to March above 2000 m a.s.l. The mean annual precipitation is 470 ± 50 mm (±SE, 1988--2008; data are from a meteorological station at 1450 m a.s.l.), and the mean annual temperature is 12.3 ± 0.4°C at 1650 m a.s.l. (1994--2008; State Meteorological Agency, Ministry of the Environment). Along the elevational gradient, temperature decreases by approximately 0.5°C, and rainfall increases by 27 mm for every 100‐m increase in elevation. A more detailed description of the climate and soil in the area has been provided by Cuadros and Francia ([1999](#ece32206-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). Each pine species thus grows under its preferred environmental conditions of temperature and humidity which allows a better understanding of the metabolomic responses of pines to the attack of the PPM in natural conditions.

Experimental design and needle sampling {#ece32206-sec-0004}
---------------------------------------

Ten trees each of *pinaster*,*nigra,* and *nevadensis* without signs of PPM folivory (NATs) were randomly sampled at each site as study subjects. NAT trees presented at least three cohorts of needles (including the new ones flushed in spring 2011) indicating that those individuals had been at least two consecutive winters without defoliation by PPM. Ten other trees of each species and similar in height and age with evident signs of defoliation by the PPM the previous winter (ATs) were also sampled. AT pines presented exclusively the most recent cohort of needles, that is, the ones flushed in spring 2011, indicating thus that those trees suffered a total defoliation during the previous winter (Fig. [1](#ece32206-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The total number of individuals in this study was thus 60. Both the lack of previous defoliation and the recent damage of the ATs are easily recognizable by visually examining the different cohorts of needles (see Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} for more details of experimental design and sampling). The three sites had vigorous and healthy trees mostly from the natural regeneration of trees 10--15 years old and 2--3 m in height. Current‐year needles from several twigs were collected from each tree, placed in labeled paper envelopes, and stored quickly in liquid nitrogen. PPMs defoliate trees during winter and the collected needles were flushed in April--June, so all sampled needles, even those from the ATs, showed no sign of folivory. The analyzed metabolomes thus represented the systemic responses of trees to PPM attack. Sampling different species at different altitudes should not affect the consistency of our findings, because the different altitudes represent the most favorable climatic conditions for each of the species. Each species is adapted to the specific environmental conditions at each altitude, with their corresponding trade‐offs constrained by evolutionary processes, so we are thus comparing the natural metabolomes of three closely related populations of pines. The intensity of defoliation could vary significantly along the altitudinal gradient since it mainly depends on the climatic conditions on winter (Hódar et al. [2003](#ece32206-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [2012](#ece32206-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"};  Hódar and Zamora [2004](#ece32206-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) and the amount of predators and parasitoids that typically decrease with altitude (Hódar [2015](#ece32206-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Our sampling, however, was based on nondefoliated (NATs) vs. defoliated pines (ATs) and ignores thus any possible effect of folivory intensity on pine metabolomes.

Foliar processing for elemental and metabolomic analyses {#ece32206-sec-0005}
--------------------------------------------------------

The needles preserved in liquid nitrogen were lyophilized and stored in plastic containers at −20°C. Each sample was ground with a ball mill at 1600 rpm for 12 min (Mikro‐Dismembrator‐U; B. Braun Biotech International, Melsungen, Germany) to a fine homogeneous powder and stored at −80°C until the extraction of the metabolites for analysis by liquid chromatography--mass spectrometry (LC‐MS).

Elemental analysis {#ece32206-sec-0006}
------------------

For C and N determination, 1.4 mg of sample powder was analyzed with a CHNS‐O Elemental Analyser (EuroVector, Milan, Italy). P and K were extracted by acid digestion in a microwave reaction system under high temperature and pressure (Sardans et al. [2010](#ece32206-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). Briefly, 250 mg of sample powder was placed in a Teflon tube with 5 mL of nitric acid and 2 mL of H~2~O~2~. A MARSXpress microwave reaction system was used for the digestions (CEM, Mattheus, NC). The digested material was transferred to 50‐mL flasks and resuspended in Milli‐Q water to a final volume of 50 mL. P and K concentrations were determined by optic emission spectrometry with inductively coupled plasma (Perkin‐Elmer Corporation, Norwalk, CA) as described in detail in the supporting information in Rivas‐Ubach et al. ([2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}).

Extraction of metabolites for LC‐MS analysis {#ece32206-sec-0007}
--------------------------------------------

Extracts of polar and semi‐polar metabolites were prepared as outlined by t\'Kind et al. ([2008](#ece32206-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}), with minor modifications. Briefly, two sets of 2‐mL microcentrifuge tubes were labeled: set A for the metabolite extractions and set B for the extracts from set A. One hundred milligrams of pine powder from each sample was transferred to a 2‐mL tube of set A, and 1 mL of extractant (80:20 MeOH:H~2~O) was added. All tubes were vortexed for 15 min, sonicated for 5 min at 24°C, and then centrifuged at 23,000 × *g* for 5 min. After centrifugation, 0.6 mL of the supernatant from each tube of set A was transferred to the corresponding 2‐mL tube of set B. Each sample was then re‐extracted using the same procedure. The two extracts of each sample were combined and filtered through 0.22‐*μ*m syringe microfilters and transferred to a labeled set of high‐performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) vials. Extracts were stored at −80°C until the LC‐MS analysis.

HPLC‐MS analysis {#ece32206-sec-0008}
----------------

High‐performance liquid chromatography was performed with a reversed‐phase C18 Hypersil gold column (150 × 2.1 mm, 3‐*μ*m particle size; Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) and a Dionex Ultimate 3000 HPLC system (Thermo Fisher Scientific/Dionex RSLC, Dionex, Waltham, MA). The chromatograph was operated at a constant temperature of 30°C and a flow rate of 0.3 mL min^−1^. Five microliters of each sample was injected. Mobile phases consisted of water (0.1% acetic acid) (A) and acetonitrile (B). Both mobile phases A and B were previously degassed for 10 min in an ultrasonic bath. The elution gradient started with 90% A (10% B) and was maintained for 5 min, and the elution then changed linearly to 10% A (90% A) over the next 15 min. The elution gradient was then returned linearly to the initial conditions (90% A and 10% B) over the next 5 min. The chromatographic column was washed and stabilized for 5 min before the next sample was injected.

The HPLC was coupled to an LTQ Orbitrap XL high‐resolution mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) equipped with a HESI II (heated electrospray ionization) source for mass spectrometric analyses. All samples were injected twice, once with the HESI operating in positive ionization mode (+H) and once in negative ionization mode (−H). The mass spectrometer was operated in Fourier transform mass spectrometry full‐scan mode with high mass resolution (60,000) at a mass range of *m*/*z* 50--1000. A caffeine standard was injected every 10 samples to monitor the resolution and sensitivity of the spectrometer. The resolution was further monitored with lock masses (phthalates). Blank samples were also analyzed during the sequence. For more information for the Orbitrap parameters, see the supporting information by Rivas‐Ubach et al. ([2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}).

Processing of LC‐MS chromatograms {#ece32206-sec-0009}
---------------------------------

The raw data files from the spectrometer were processed using MZmine 2.12 (Pluskal et al. [2010](#ece32206-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). The chromatograms of both the positive and negative modes were always treated separately. All chromatograms were baseline corrected, and ion chromatogram lists were generated. These ion chromatograms were subsequently deconvoluted, aligned, and autoassigned (See Table S1 for parameter details). The metabolites in each generated data set (+H and −H) were assigned by total exact mass, exact mass of fragments, and retention time (RT) from the measurements of standards in the LC‐MS Orbitrap system (Table S2). Even though the metabolite assignation was putative, the high resolution and RTs significantly decreased the number of false positives (Sumner et al. [2007](#ece32206-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). The numerical data sets were then exported as CSV files and filtered. The numerical values of the variables of the data sets correspond to the absolute peak areas of the chromatograms detected by the spectrometer. The area is directly proportional to the concentration of the variable and is suitable for comparative analyses in metabolomic studies (Lee and Fiehn [2013](#ece32206-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Mari et al. [2013](#ece32206-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Nuringtyas et al. [2014](#ece32206-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2014](#ece32206-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). We thus use the term *concentration* when referring to differences between the metabolites, although it does not represent a true concentration as the weight of a molecular compound per weight of sample. Some ions with identical masses may finally present slightly different RTs during chromatogram generation and deconvolution, so all the indentified variables by our library that showed such characteristics variables were summed to produce only one variable per metabolite. Some groups of sugars with identical molecular masses co‐eluted at the same RT with the chromatographic method used, so we could not differentiate them at MS^1^ (first tandem in mass spectrometry). Different sugars were thus grouped by mass RT (hexoses: glucose, fructose, mannose, and galactose; pentoses: arabinose, ribose, and xylose; disaccharides: sucrose and maltose; group 1 sugars (S1): deoxyglucose, deoxygalactose, and D‐fucose; group 2 sugars (S2): xylitol and arabitol). Outliers for specific variables were removed from the data set and treated as missing data. Outliers were defined as measurements threefold higher than the third quartile or threefold lower than the first quartile of each cellular factor (each species × folivory level (FL: N‐ATs and ATs) combination). None of the assigned variables contained outliers for any of the pine individuals. Variables with fewer than six individuals in all cellular factors (species × FL) were removed from the data set.

Statistical analyses {#ece32206-sec-0010}
--------------------

The study data set consisted of two categorical variables (species, with three levels, *pinaster*,*nigra,* and *sylvestris*; and FL, with two levels, NATs and ATs) and 8861 continuous variables, nine of which corresponded to elemental and stoichiometric variables (C, N, P, and K concentrations and C:N, N:P, C:P, N:K, and K:P ratios) and 8852 of which were metabolomic variables, including 49 identified by our library of plant metabolites.

To test for differences between species and FL in the overall elemental stoichiometry and metabolome, the complete data set (8861 variables) of the *pinaster*,*nigra,* and *sylvestris* pines was subjected to a permutational manova (PERMANOVA) using the *Bray--Curtis* distance. A PERMANOVA was also performed for each of the species separately to test for differences between FLs. The number of permutations was set at 10,000 for all PERMANOVAs.

The stoichiometric and metabolomic data for the three species were also subjected to principal component analysis (PCA) to determine the natural variability among the species and FLs. The score coordinates of the variables of the PCAs were subjected to one‐way ANOVAs to identify statistical differences between the species and the two FLs (See Supporting Information Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2013](#ece32206-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). Partial least square discriminant analyses (PLS‐DAs) were additionally performed for each of the species separately with FL as the discriminant factor using the complete data set (8861 variables) to determine which of the known variables most separated the FLs for each species.

Metabolomic distances (Euclidian distances) were calculated among N‐ATs of the species by using two different data inputs: (1) the N‐AT case coordinates of the first 10 PCs of the case plot of the PCA performed with the complete data set, including NATs and ATs; the weight of each of the PCs (explained variability) was considered for the calculation and (2) the complete data set, including all stoichiometric and metabolomic variables (8861 variables) of the NATs alone. These N‐AT distances were then used to plot a cluster dendrograms. All metabolomic distances for each pair of species were subsequently submitted to one‐way ANOVAs to detect differences between species.

An additional PCA was performed for all variables (8861 variables) but using the residual values of ATs relative to N‐ATs to explore the metabolomic variation of the response to folivory among the species. For the calculation of the residual value of ATs relative to N‐ATs, the mean N‐AT value for each species was calculated for each of the variables of the data set. The mean value of each variable for each species was then subtracted from the value for each AT individual of the corresponding species as detailed by the following formula: $${\lbrack\text{Residual}\rbrack}_{{{Ats} - {NATs}}_{ijz}} = {\lbrack{{AT} - {Variable}}\rbrack}_{ijz} - \left\lbrack \frac{\sum{\lbrack{{NAT} - {Variable}}\rbrack}_{imz}}{n_{{NAT}_{iz}}} \right\rbrack$$

where ${\lbrack{{AT} - {Variable}}\rbrack}_{ijz}$ is the concentration value for the variable *i* of the attacked individual *j* of species *z;* $\sum{\lbrack{{NAT} - {Variable}}\rbrack}_{ijz}$ is the sum of all the concentration values for the variable *i* for the nonattacked individual *m* of species *z*, and $n_{{NAT}_{iz}}$ is the number of individuals of the nonattacked trees for the variable *i* and species *z*.

The Euclidian distances of the residuals of ATs relative to NATs were also calculated between species, and a dendrogram was plotted.

One‐way ANOVAs were also performed for each stoichiometric and metabolite variable to identify any statistical differences between FLs for each species (ANOVAs of elemental, stoichiometric, and assigned metabolites are shown in Table S3). We first assessed the normality and homogeneity of the variances by Shapiro--Wilk and Levene\'s tests, respectively. All identified metabolites met the assumptions of the *F* statistic, but 124 unassigned variables of the 8861 variables did not and were thus removed from the data set. Benjamini--Hochberg corrections of the *P* values from the one‐way ANOVAs were subsequently performed for the total set of variables that met the assumptions (8737 variables).

The PERMANOVAs, PCAs, one‐way ANOVAs, Shapiro--Wilk tests, and Levene\'s tests were performed with R (R Core Team [2013](#ece32206-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). The Shapiro--Wilk tests, one‐way ANOVAs, Euclidian distances, and cluster dendrograms used the functions *shapiro.test, aov*,*dist,* and *hclust*, respectively, in the "stats" package (R Core Team [2013](#ece32206-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). Cluster dendrograms were plotted using the complete method. Levene\'s tests were performed with the *leveneTest* function of the "car" package (Fox and Weisberg [2011](#ece32206-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). The PERMANOVAs were conducted with the *adonis* function of the "vegan" package (Oksanen et al. [2013](#ece32206-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). The PCAs and PLS‐DAs were performed using the *pca* and *pls.da* functions, respectively, of the *mixOmics* package (Le Cao et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). Data were scaled for the PCAs and PLS‐DAs through the corresponding function.

Results {#ece32206-sec-0011}
=======

The PERMANOVA including both species and FL factors identified significant differences in the elemental concentrations and their ratios and in the metabolomes of the needles of the three species (pseudo‐*F *=* *42.3; *P *\<* *0.0001), identified marginally significant differences between the FLs (pseudo‐*F *=* *1.9; *P *=* *0.096) and identified significant differences in the species × FL interaction (pseudo‐*F *=* *2.7; *P *\<* *0.05) (Table [1](#ece32206-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

###### 

Full PERMANOVA model including all elemental, stoichiometric, and metabolomic variables (8861 continuous variables) and the two categorical variables, species and folivory level, and their interaction

                        Degrees of freedom   Sums of squares   Mean squares   Pseudo‐*F*   *P*
  --------------------- -------------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------ --------
  Species               2                    3.001             1.501          42.33        0.0001
  Folivory level (FL)   1                    0.068             0.068          1.906        0.0990
  Species × FL          2                    0.194             0.097          2.742        0.0130
  Residuals             54                   1.915             0.035          0.370        
  Total                 59                   5.178             1                           

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

The PERMANOVA for each species indicated significant levels of folivory in *pinaster* (pseudo‐*F *=* *2.18; *P *\<* *0.01) and *sylvestris* (pseudo‐*F *=* *4.31; *P *\<* *0.001) but not *nigra* (pseudo‐*F *=* *1.45; *P *=* *0.157) (Table [2](#ece32206-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

###### 

PERMANOVAs for each species including all elemental, stoichiometric, and metabolomic variables (8861 continuous variables), with folivory level as the categorical variable

                       Degrees of freedom   Sums of squares   Mean squares   Pseudo‐*F*   *P*
  -------------------- -------------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------ ---------
  *Pinus pinaster*                                                                        
  Folivory level       1                    0.066             0.066          2.18         0.00790
  Residuals            18                   0.541             0.030          0.89         
  Total                19                   0.607             1                           
  *Pinus nigra*                                                                           
  Folivory level       1                    0.072             0.072          1.45         0.15760
  Residuals            18                   0.890             0.049          0.93         
  Total                19                   0.961             1                           
  *Pinus sylvestris*                                                                      
  Folivory level       1                    0.118             0.118          4.31         0.00001
  Residuals            18                   0.490             0.027          0.81         
  Total                19                   0.608             1                           

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

The first 10 PCs of the PCA with all species explained 55.2% of the total stoichiometric and metabolomic variance among species (PC1 = 21.7%, PC2 = 11.4%, PC3 = 5.4%, PC4 = 3.4%, PC5 = 3.1%, PC6 = 2.4%, PC7 = 2.1%, PC8 = 2.1%, PC9 = 1.8%, PC10 = 1.78%). One‐way ANOVAs on PC1 and PC2 case coordinated showed clearly clustering of the three species (*F *=* *793 and *P *\<* *0.0001 for PC1, *F *=* *499 and *P *\<* *0.0001 for PC2) (Fig. [2](#ece32206-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). PC1 versus PC2 of the case plot of PCA identified *pinaster* as the most divergent pine of the three species. One‐way ANOVAs of the case coordinates for each species also identified significant differences between FLs in *pinaster* and *sylvestris* along PC2 (*F *=* *8.09 and *P *\<* *0.05, *F *=* *64.8 and *P *\<* *0.0001, respectively). PC1 marginally separated the FLs for *sylvestris* (*F *=* *3.23; *P *=* *0.089). The FLs did not differ significantly for *nigra* in either the PC1 or PC2 axis (*P *\>* *0.05).

![Principal component 1 (PC1) versus PC2 of the case plot of the principal component analysis (PCA) of the metabolomic and elemental composition variables for *P. pinaster*,*P. nigra,* and *P. sylvestris* species. Folivory level (FL) is represented by different colors: blue for not attacked trees (N‐ATs) and red for attacked trees (ATs). Different pine species are represented by different shape: crosses for *P. pinaster*, triangles for *P. nigra,* and circles for *P. sylvestris*.](ECE3-6-4372-g002){#ece32206-fig-0002}

One‐way ANOVAs between the metabolomic distances of the N‐ATs calculated with the first 10 PCs of the PCA identified significant differences between all distance comparisons (*F *=* *1314 and *P *\<* *0.00001 for *pinaster--nigra* vs *sylvestris--nigra* distances, *F *=* *1775 and *P *\<* *0.00001 for *pinaster--sylvestris* vs *nigra--sylvestris* distances and *F *=* *41.0 and *P *\<* *0.00001 for *pinaster--nigra* vs *pinaster--sylvestris* distances; Table [3](#ece32206-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). In contrast, metabolomic distances of the NATs calculated with the complete data set (8861 variables) identified significant differences between *pinaster--nigra* versus *sylvestris--nigra* distances (*F *=* *43.0 and *P *\<* *0.00001) and between *pinaster--sylvestris* versus nigra--*sylvestris* distances (*F *=* *43.8 and *P *\<* *0.00001). The *pinaster--nigra* vs *pinaster--sylvestris* distances, however, did not differ significantly when using the complete variable data set (*F *=* *0.013 and *P *=* *0.91) (Table [3](#ece32206-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

###### 

Metabolomic distances (Euclidian distances) between pairs of pine species calculated with (1) the case coordinates of the first 10 PCs of the PCA (Fig. [2](#ece32206-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) and (2) the entire metabolome. One‐way ANOVAs were applied to each combination of distances between species. The *F* and *P* values are shown

  Stoichiometric and metabolomic distances between pine species   Euclidian distance of the entire metabolome   Euclidian distance of the coordinates of the first 10 PCs of the PCA           
  --------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- -------
  *pinaster--nigra*                                               4.44 × 10^9^                                  1.98 × 10^8^                                                           19.22   0.207
  *pinaster--sylvestris*                                          4.41 × 10^9^                                  1.89 × 10^8^                                                           21.16   0.219
  *nigra--sylvestris*                                             2.83 × 10^9^                                  1.67 × 10^8^                                                           9.6     0.165

  Comparison distances (one‐way ANOVA)                *F*     *P*         *F*    *P*
  --------------------------------------------------- ------- ----------- ------ -----------
  *pinaster--nigra* versus *nigra--sylvestris*        43.0    \<0.00001   1314   \<0.00001
  *pinaster--sylvestris* versus *nigra--sylvestris*   43.8    \<0.00001   1775   \<0.00001
  *pinaster--nigra* versus *pinaster--sylvestris*     0.013   0.910       41.0   \<0.00001
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The cluster dendrogram plotted by Euclidian distances using the complete data set of N‐ATs also identified *pinaster* as the most distant pine among the three species (Fig. [3](#ece32206-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The dendrogram identified smaller distances between *nigra* and *sylvestris*, but the two species clustered well, and *nigra* was closer than *sylvestris* to *pinaster*. Only one case of *sylvestris* was plotted within the *nigra* cluster, but the dendrogram generally identified *sylvestris* as the pine with the lowest metabolomic variability among its individuals.

![Dendrogram representing the metabolomic distances (based on Euclidian distances) between the nonattacked trees of *Pinus pinaster*,*P. nigra,* and *P. sylvestris*.](ECE3-6-4372-g003){#ece32206-fig-0003}

Principal component analysis performed with the residuals of ATs relative to NATs showed clear separation among *pinaster*,*nigra,* and *sylvestris* (Fig. [4](#ece32206-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A). PC1 and PC2 explained 14.6 and 13.1% of the total variance, respectively. The cluster dendrogram for the residuals of ATs relative to NATs again indicated that the metabolomic responses to folivory of *pinaster* were the most divergent than those of *nigra* and *sylvestris*, which were much more similar (Fig. [4](#ece32206-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B).

![PC1 versus PC2 of the case plot of the PCA using the residuals of the ATs relative to NATs (A). Dendrogram representing the metabolomic distances (based on Euclidian distances) between the residuals of the ATs relative to NATs for *Pinus pinaster*,*P. nigra,* and *P. sylvestris* (B).](ECE3-6-4372-g004){#ece32206-fig-0004}

The PLS‐DA for each species with FL as the discriminant factor indicated that the pines generally responded differently to PPM attacks for the identified variables (Fig. [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, Table S3). Of the total number of variables that met the assumptions for a one‐way ANOVA (8737 variables), 1863 (21.3%), 1126 (12.9%), and 2396 (27.4%) of the variables differed significantly (*P *\<* *0.05) in the one‐way ANOVAs between the FLs for *pinaster*,*nigra,* and *sylvestris*, respectively (Table [4](#ece32206-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Benjamini--Hochberg correction of the *P* values decreased the number of variables that differed significantly between the FLs to 131 (1.5%), 37 (0.4%), and 691 (7.9%) for *pinaster*,*nigra,* and *sylvestris*, respectively.

![Component 1 of the plot of the partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS‐DA) of the metabolomic and stoichiometric variables for *Pinus pinaster*,*P. nigra,* and *P. sylvestris*, with folivory level (FL) as the discriminant factor. Colored arrows above the variable plot of each species represent the mean of the distribution of the FLs of the case plot. Unassigned metabolites are not represented in the graph. Elemental and stoichiometric variables are shown in red. Metabolomic functional groups are represented by different colors: blue, sugars; green, amino acids; cyan, nucleotides; orange, organic acids associated with the Krebs cycle; violet, phenolics; yellow, terpenes; dark red, other metabolites. Most metabolites are identified by abbreviations: disaccharides (Disacch): hexoses (Hex) and pentoses (Pent); group 1 sugars: deoxyglucose, deoxygalactose, and D‐fucose (S1); group 2 sugars: xylitol and arabitol (S2); arginine (Arg); glutamine (Gln); isoleucine (Ile); leucine (Leu); methionine (Met); phenylalanine (Phe); proline (Pro); serine (Ser); threonine (Thr); tryptophan (Trp); tyrosine (Tyr); valine (Val); *α*‐ketoglutaric acid (a‐keto.ac); citric acid (Cit.ac); fumaric acid (Fum.ac); succinic acid (Succ.ac); pyruvic acid (Pyr.ac); trimethoxyflavone (Flav); catechin (Catech); chlorogenic acid (Chlo.ac); epigallocatechin (Epigalloc); kaempferol (Kaemp); luteolin (Lut); myricetin (Myr); protocatechuic acid (Prot.ac); quercetin (Quer); taxifolin (Tax); vanillic acid (Van.ac); caryophyllene (Caryoph); sabinene (Sabi); thujone (Thuj); abscisic acid (ABA); choline (Chol); *δ*‐tocopherol (dtocoph); pantothenic acid (Vit B5); quinic acid (Quin.ac); shikimic acid (Shik.ac); gibberellic acid 3 (GA3); and salicylic acid (Sal.ac). Variables with asterisks or crosses differed significantly (*P *\<* *0.05) or marginally significantly (*P *\<* *0.1) between FLs in one‐way ANOVAs (Table S3).](ECE3-6-4372-g005){#ece32206-fig-0005}

###### 

Number of variables with significant differences (*P *\<* *0.05) between folivory levels (FLs) for each pine species in one‐way ANOVAs (8737 variables) before and after false‐positive control with Benjamini--Hochberg tests. The percentage of differing variables relative to the total is shown in parentheses

                       Number of variables with significant differences between FLs (*P *\<* *0.05)   
  -------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------
  *Pinus pinaster*     1863 (21.3)                                                                    131 (1.5)
  *Pinus nigra*        1126 (12.9)                                                                    37 (0.4)
  *Pinus sylvestris*   2396 (27.4)                                                                    691 (7.9)
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Significant (*P *\<* *0.05) and marginally significant (*P *\<* *0.1) differences for each known variable are marked in Figure [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. The results of the one‐way ANOVA for the known variables are shown in Table S3. Elemental compositions and stoichiometries did not differ significantly between the FLs in *pinaster*, but *nigra* and *sylvestris* ATs had higher concentrations of K. The needles of *sylvestris* ATs also had higher concentrations of N and P. The concentrations of most sugars were lower in the needles of *pinaster* and *sylvestris* ATs but higher in *nigra*. The *pinaster* and *nigra* NATs had higher overall concentrations of amino acids than the ATs, although only a few were significantly higher. The *pinaster* NATs had higher concentrations of arginine and proline, marginally higher concentrations of glutamine and lower concentrations of leucine. The *nigra* NATs had higher concentrations of arginine, phenylalanine, and tryptophan and marginally higher concentrations of valine. The *sylvestris* NATs had higher concentrations of phenylalanine, lower concentrations of glutamic acid and serine, and marginally lower concentrations of valine. The *sylvestris* ATs had higher concentrations of adenosine and lower concentrations of uracil. The concentrations of nucleosides and purines in *pinaster* and *nigra* did not differ significantly between the FLs. The *pinaster* ATs had marginally significantly lower concentrations of succinic acid. The *nigra* ATs had higher concentrations of most of the detected organic acids associated with the Krebs cycle (citric acid, pyruvic acid, and marginally *α*‐ketoglutaric acid and fumaric acid). The *sylvestris* ATs had higher concentrations of *α*‐ketoglutaric acid and lower concentrations of succinic acid. Only a few of the detected polyphenolics differed between FLs; the *pinaster* ATs had higher concentrations of myricetin, marginally higher concentrations of vanillic acid, and marginally lower concentrations of epigallocatechin. The *nigra* ATs had marginally higher concentrations of epigallocatechin and marginally lower concentrations of taxifolin. The *sylvestris* ATs had significantly lower concentrations of myricetin. The NATs of all species had higher concentrations of terpenes, although only the concentrations of caryophyllene, sabinene, and thujone were significantly higher in *pinaster* and only the concentrations of thujone were significantly higher in *sylvestris*. None of the detected terpenes differed significantly between the FLs in *nigra*. The concentrations of D‐pinitol were significantly lower in the *pinaster* ATs and marginally higher in the *nigra* ATs. The concentrations of *δ*‐tocopherol were higher in the needles of the *nigra* and *sylvestris* but not *pinaster* ATs. The *sylvestris* ATs had lower concentrations of quinic acid and marginally lower concentrations of shikimic acid.

Discussion {#ece32206-sec-0012}
==========

The three pine species are phylogenetically closely related but had different stoichiometries and metabolomes (Table [1](#ece32206-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}), in agreement with other studies with other closely related plant species (Palama et al. [2012](#ece32206-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Hagel et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). *P*. *pinaster*, however, was the most divergent species (Figs. [2](#ece32206-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#ece32206-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The *pinaster--nigra* and *pinaster--sylvestris* distances did not indicate significant metabolic differences when the complete data set was used, but the metabolomic distances calculated with the first 10 PCs of the PCA, that reduced the total variability in the first PCs, indicated a relatively shorter distance between *pinaster--nigra* than *pinaster--sylvestris* (Table [3](#ece32206-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The NAT dendrogram indicated a similar trend suggesting that *pinaster* and *sylvestris* had the most divergent metabolomes (Fig. [3](#ece32206-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Our metabolomic results seem thus to be related with the phylogenetic relations among the three species; *nigra* and *sylvestris* are phylogenetically closer than either is to *pinaster* (Grotkopp et al. [2004](#ece32206-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Gernandt et al. [2005](#ece32206-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). The metabolome represents the final metabolic expression of genotypes an organism in a determined moment (Fiehn [2002](#ece32206-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}), including epigenetic modifications (Rapp and Wendel [2005](#ece32206-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} in New Phytologist) and the interaction with the microbiome (Peñuelas and Terradas [2014](#ece32206-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} in Trends in Plant Science), and therefore the phenotype of an organism does not have to follow strictly its genotype. However, as mentioned, the metabolomic distances calculated among the different pine species showed clearly a link between their chemical phenotype (the metabolome) and genotype (Fig. [3](#ece32206-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#ece32206-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). This result indicates that genotypes still determine the phenotypes of those species in higher proportion than any epigenetic modification or the interaction between plant and microbiome. This relationship indicates that the overall metabolomes, even with their large plasticity, are strongly constrained by evolutionary mechanisms.

The FLs differed significantly in all species (Table [2](#ece32206-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}), suggesting that the systemic metabolomes of the pines were affected by PPM attack. In addition, PC2 of the case plot of the PCA separated the ATs from the NATs of the three species (although close, the separation of the FLs was not significant in *nigra*) and clearly displaced the ATs of the three species in the same direction along the axis (Fig. [2](#ece32206-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the metabolomic responses to PPM attack may have similar trends in the three species. The species × FL interaction in the PERMANOVA, however, was significant, suggesting that the overall metabolomic responses to PPM attack varied with the species (Table [1](#ece32206-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). This result was supported by the additional PCA using the values of the residuals of ATs relative to NATs (Fig. [4](#ece32206-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A), by the dendrograms calculated with the residuals of the ATs relative to NATs (Fig. [4](#ece32206-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B) and by the PLS‐DA for each species separately, with FL as the discriminant factor (Fig. [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). The ATs clustered well for each species in the additional PCA of the residuals, indicating that the overall metabolomic responses to PPM attack differed among the species (Fig. [4](#ece32206-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A). In addition, the dendrogram of the residuals of the ATs identified *pinaster* as the species with the most divergent responses to PPM attack, and *nigra* and *sylvestris* were more closely represented (Fig. [4](#ece32206-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B).

The global metabolomic responses to PPM attacks differed significantly in each of the species, but the patterns to PPM attack among the species were not clear for the assigned metabolites, except for only a few common responses (Fig. [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). The most prominent trend among the three species was the higher concentrations of terpenes in the NATs than the ATs (not significant in *nigra*) (Fig. [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}; Table S3). This result supports the hypothesis that rates of folivory are less intense in plants with higher concentrations of terpenes (Kessler and Baldwin [2001](#ece32206-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Hódar et al. [2004](#ece32206-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Achotegui‐Castells et al. [2013](#ece32206-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}).

The higher concentrations of N, P, and K in *sylvestris* ATs (Fig. [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}) support the hypothesis that folivores tend to select foliage with higher nutritional properties (Sterner and Elser [2002](#ece32206-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}; Sardans et al. [2012](#ece32206-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). The elemental compositions of the *pinaster* and *nigra* needles, however, did not differ substantially between the FLs (Fig. [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}), and only the *nigra* ATs had higher concentrations of K, thus indicating high homeostasis of foliar nutrients under PPM attack. These results likely indicate that nutrients do not play key roles in stand selection by the PPM, as recently proposed in other studies (Jactel et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}), suggesting that other physical or chemical barriers may be more important for stand selection (Tremmel and Müller [2013](#ece32206-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}; Onodera et al. [2014](#ece32206-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}).

The *pinaster* and *nigra* NATs, but not *sylvestris* NATs, generally had higher concentrations of most of the identified amino acids which could be related with a more activated growth‐related metabolism (Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2012](#ece32206-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}) (Fig. [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). However, the metabolism of amino acids is complex because it involves a variety of intermediates from several metabolic pathways (Buchanan et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}) making thus the interpretation of significant shifts of specific amino acids between FLs challenging. The concentrations of organic acids associated with the Krebs cycle differed somewhat between the FLs in *nigra* and *sylvestris*, but the lack of significant differences between the FLs in *pinaster* and the lack of differences in the foliar elemental compositions and stoichiometries were also indicators of a homeostatic central metabolism.

The synthesis of antioxidant metabolites in plants is commonly induced by folivory (Orozco‐Cardenas and Ryan [1999](#ece32206-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2014](#ece32206-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). The *nigra* and *sylvestris* ATs had higher concentrations of *δ*‐tocopherol (vitamin E), but concentrations did not differ between FLs in *pinaster*, suggesting a lack of, or a minor, systemic response to oxidative stress (Fig. [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). Tocopherols are important antioxidants that protect biomembranes from reactive oxygen species (Munné‐Bosch and Peñuelas [2004](#ece32206-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Falk and Munné‐Bosch [2010](#ece32206-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}) by forming a tocopheryl radical that is ultimately reduced by hydrogen donors (Traber and Stevens [2011](#ece32206-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). Tocopherols also increased in two *P. sylvestris* subspecies under folivory by PPMs (Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}), in accordance with our results for *sylvestris*.

Several identified phenolics have an antioxidant function (Rice‐Evans et al. [1996](#ece32206-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}) and have been associated with defensive roles against folivory (Bennett and Wallsgrove [1994](#ece32206-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}), but their antifeedant properties remain unclear, especially in conifers (Mumm and Hilker [2006](#ece32206-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Rivas‐Ubach et al. [2014](#ece32206-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#ece32206-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}). Our results, independently of the role of phenolics, indicated that the three species did not generally have higher phenolic concentrations in the ATs, especially in *nigra* and *sylvestris* where none of the concentrations of the identified phenolics differed significantly from those in the NATs (Fig. [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). The clear clustering in the PCA using the residuals of the ATs relative to NATs (Fig. [4](#ece32206-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A) and the lack of clear differences in the identified metabolites between the FLs, including metabolites associated with folivory (Fig. [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}), support the hypothesis that phylogenetically closely related plant species may have divergent molecular responses to herbivorous attack (Becerra [1997](#ece32206-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Kursar et al. [2009](#ece32206-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). Nevertheless, as stated above, we detected some differences between two of the species, such as the higher concentrations of amino acids in the *pinaster* and *nigra* NATs and the higher concentrations of K and *δ*‐tocopherols in the *nigra* and *sylvestris* ATs. Furthermore, the PCAs and dendrograms for all systemic metabolomic responses to PPM attack also indicated that the response of the trees to folivory was linked to their phylogeny (Fig. [4](#ece32206-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A,B), with *pinaster* having the most divergent responses to folivory. These results suggested that metabolomic responses to folivory also carry strong phylogenetic signals in the three species, in agreement with recent studies (Carrillo‐Gavilán et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}).

Hódar et al. ([2002](#ece32206-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}) reported lower mortality rates of first‐instar larvae feeding on *nigra* and *sylvestris* compared to *pinaster*. Moreover, *nigra* has been widely described as the staple food of PPM in most parts of Europe (Jactel et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). The metabolomic fingerprints of the three species nonetheless indicated that *nigra* had the fewest significant differences between the FLs and *sylvestris* had the most (Table [4](#ece32206-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The *Pinus* genus has been radiating since the Mesozoic (87--193 MYA), resulting in the largest coniferous genus (Farjon [1999](#ece32206-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Grotkopp et al. [2004](#ece32206-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Gernandt et al. [2005](#ece32206-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Morse et al. [2009](#ece32206-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}) that now occurs in a wide global range of climates and distributions. Both *nigra* and *sylvestris* have been attacked by the PPM during the 20th century when the minimum temperatures in winter were suitable for larval survival (Torrent [1958](#ece32206-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Démolin [1969](#ece32206-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Huchon and Démolin [1971](#ece32206-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). However, the fact that *nigra* and *sylvestris* live in higher altitudes than *pinaster,* where typically the temperatures are lower, reduces the probability to be attacked by the caterpillars of PPM. Additionally, the viability of larvae and the intensity of defoliation depend also on the amount of predators and parasitoids that typically decrease with altitude (Hódar [2015](#ece32206-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). The distribution of *nigra* and *sylvestris* and the different responses to folivory suggest that coevolution with the PPM was probably not a determining factor driving the metabolic diversification of responses to folivory by PPM in this study. We hypothesize that the unresponsive behavior under PPM attack in *nigra*, a species with less intense and shorter coevolutionary history with the PPM compared to *pinaster*, could explain why its needles are very appetizing for the caterpillars of PPM, simply because folivores would take advantage of food sources that do not respond strongly to attack. Still, there is no scientific evidence so far and further research is warranted for a better understanding of whether a longer and more intense plant--insect interaction generally may drive to higher plant resistance to folivores and whether passivity of a plant species to folivory is definitely a significant cause of being highly attacked. Our metabolomic results, however, suggest that increases or decreases in metabolomic responses to PPM attacks, including the production of defensive compounds, should not be directly linked to the selective pressure exerted by insects on the evolutionary processes of plants. For example, both *pinaster* and *nigra* had fewer significant differences between the FLs than *sylvestris* (Table [4](#ece32206-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}), but *pinaster* is typically less attractive pines for the PPMs, and *nigra* and *sylvestris* populations are now highly threatened by this lepidopteran (Jactel et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). This study thus addressed a complex scenario with multiple interactive factors and trade‐offs that produced different metabolomic responses to PPM folivory in the species. Determining whether the main metabolomic responses to the attack of PPM, including those of defensive compounds, are due to phylogeny (Carrillo‐Gavilán et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) or to the historical interaction of plant--insect coevolution (Kursar et al. [2009](#ece32206-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Endara et al. [2015](#ece32206-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) is thus not trivial, because both hypotheses may play important roles, as supported by our results (Figs. [4](#ece32206-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A, [5](#ece32206-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}).

Conclusions {#ece32206-sec-0013}
===========

The overall metabolomes of the three pine species differed substantially. The metabolomic distances among the three species were related to their evolutionary relationships, suggesting that genotypes play stronger roles than possible epigenetic modifications in determining the chemical phenotypes of the studied pines.

Systemic metabolomic changes in response to attacks by the caterpillars of the processionary moth differed for each species. These species‐dependent metabolomic responses to folivory were associated with the evolutionary relationships among the pines, suggesting that the plant responses to herbivory were also constrained by a strong phylogenetic component.Systemic phenolic metabolism did not differ importantly between the FLs in any of the species. The ATs of all species nevertheless had higher concentrations of terpenes.Our results suggest that both macroevolutionary history (phylogeny) and the coevolutionary history between plants and insects may both play important roles in determining the metabolomic responses of pines to PPM attack. Whether the main metabolomic responses of pines to PPM are determined by phylogeny or plant--insect coevolution is inconclusive because the response to folivory depends on the plant species and the set of trade‐offs and evolutionary factors. As our study shows, the research made on the relationship between closely related plant species with specialist folivores are excellent study cases to investigate about the phylogenetic and coevolution contribution in the metabolomic responses of plants, however, these studies will be constrained to the relatively low existence of different closely related plant species attacked by a same folivore.
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**Table S1.** Parameters for processing LC‐MS chromatograms of the three pine species for both positive and negative ionization modes.

**Table S2.** Retention time (RT) and mass‐to‐charge ratio (*m*/*z*) of the deconvoluted ions in both negative and positive ionization modes assigned to metabolites by MZmine v.2.12.

**Table S3.** One‐way ANOVAs for each pine species of all stoichiometric variables and assigned metabolites extracted from the needles for the non‐attacked trees (NATs) and the attacked trees (ATs) for *Pinus pinaster*,*P. nigra* and *P. sylvestris*.
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